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The Fifth house is the house of fascination, thinking, logic and wisdom. For a sound mental health, the 5th
house must be unafflicted.
Planets in different houses leads to affiction of the fifth house.
Ketu in 10th house
Mental problems or non-diagnosable nature may be caused to the native due to the curse of manes
represented by ketu, as he occupied the house of disease that of the Sixth House from the house mental zone
denoted by the fifth house causing mysterious mental disorders resulting in mental disease.
Ketu in 12th House
Weak mind to the children of the native and hence the native should be very careful while dealing with the
children, as ketu signifying suicidal tendencies occupies the house of longevity from the house of children denoted
by the fifth house.
Ketu in 8th House
The mother of the native may have some setback mentally or may suffer depression in her life, as ketu
signifying unexpected fear occupies the house of intelligence or Buddhi that of the fifth house from the house of the
mother denoted by fourth house.
Ketu in Lagna
The native may suffer mental block for the progress and prosperity, as Ketu signifying blocks, occupies the
house of prosperity from the house of mind and intellect denoted by the fifth house Causing block in the zone of
intelligence for the prosperity of the native.
The father of the native has the possibility of suffering mental depression, as ketu who is a shadow planet,
causes shadow in the region of the intelligence and mind of the father by occupying the house of mental zone that of
the fifth house from the house of father denoted by ninth house.
Ketu in 2nd House
The native may fail to exhibit intelligence or may find difficult to execute an activity with the support of
ones intellect, as ketu who is signifier of obstacles occupies the house of a activity from the house of intelligence
denoted by fifth house.
Ketu in 3rd House
The eldest co-born of the native may suffer obstacles in higher education, as ketu signifying obstacles
occupies the house of higher education that of the fifth house from the house of eleventh.
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The native may also experience hurdles or disturbance in mental happiness, as ketu signifying obstacles
occupies the house of happiness from the house of mind denoted by the fifth house causing mental obstacles.
Rahu in 7th House
Co-born of the native may suffer from mental imbalances or may have a nature of dullness, as Rahu causes
shadow in the house of intelligence of the co-born by positing in the house of intelligence that of fifth house.
The native may not be efficient in communicatve techniques, as Rahu representing shadow occupies the
house of intelligence causing shadow to intelligence from the house communicative ability by the third house.
Rahu in 8th House
The mother of the native may often feel mentally depressed and may land up in a state of mental shock and
worry particularly form the distasteful activities of the children, as Rahu who is responsible for causing shadow
posited in the house of mind from the house of mother causes mental depression and worries.
Rahu in 9th House
The native suffers periodical mental disturbance, as Rahu causing shadow to the house he occupies, gets
posited in the house of intellect and mind that of the fifth from the house of mental state that of the fifth house.
Rahu in 11th House
The life partner of the native may have a very unstable mind as the signifier of instability denoted by Rahu,
occupies the house of intelligence that of the fifth house from the house of marriage, bestowing a life partner of
troubled and shadowed mind.
Rahu in 12th House
The Probability of weak mind to the children of the native, tending towards having a suicidal mind, as Rahu
signifying suicidal temper get posited in the house of death or nature of death represented by the eight house from
the house of children denoted by fifth house.
Moon in 10th House
The Sixth house from the fifth house indicating diseases to the children and the children may be afflicted
with diseases such as Bronchitis, mental aberration, loss of memory and unhappiness to the native in all forms.
Saturn in 10th House
The results of sixth house from the fifth house denoting chronic ailments to the children. The native
sometimes may become highly depressed, as the fifth house depicting intelligence has Saturn the signifier of
tragedy and troubles posited in the house of loss resulting in loss of intelligence. The Native may get upset mentally
as Saturn the signifier of misery, melancholy and distress gets posited in the house of disease from the house of
mental zone denoted by the fifth house causing a disease due to mental distress.
Saturn in 12th House
Represents the eight house from the fifth house, the native may lose memory and may become mentally
weak, as the signifier of old age and diseases Saturn occupies the house of death from the house of intelligence
denoted by fifth house.
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Represents the eight house called as Mruthyu stana from fifth house indicates the death of the off springs of
the native. One of the off springs of the native may die due to nervous problems, paralysis or from peculiar diseases
of the brain as mercury represents nerves is posited in the eight house from the fifth house signifying death to the
children of the native through nervous problems as the main cause.
Mars in 12th House
House may cause death of children due to aggression, blood connected diseases, head injuries, high blood
pressure etc., as Mars occupies the eight house that of death from the fifth house.
Mars in 10th House
Signifies the Sixth house from the fifth house which makes the children of the native to suffer or acquire
diseases due to high emotions and temper like high blood pressure and other blood connected diseases.
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